
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
technology director. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for technology director

Maintain current technical expertise in the rapidly changing technology of
computers and telecommunications and utilizes state of the art techniques
when implementing solutions
Work with the head of HR on various highly-sensitive employee and
contractor system issues, as necessary
Over time, will work to gain a broad range of certifications such as SISA,
TOGAF, IASA, SIDL, QAD, PMP
Sets and executes Market Unit strategy to achieve growth targets and
organizational goals as approved by the Leadership Teams
Set and drive strategic technology direction, technology roadmap, goals and
priorities for the product development teams
Lead the vision and partner in the architecture of the future tech stack for
immersive applications, including defining a platform/engine strategy, and
staff it for success in its execution
Interact with direct reports, customers, and peers to share information and
improve cross-department processes
Leverage industry trends and practical knowledge of ad serving technology
to proactively recommend technical solutions that drive ad sales revenue
Architect solutions and provide support for advertising tools, including
Operative, DoubleClick, and internally developed applications
Work as a developer/tech lead in a team environment

Qualifications for technology director

Example of Technology Director Job Description
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Principal and trusted resource with C level executives and sensitive
assignments
Ability and flexibility to adapt to frequent changes in direction and project
priorities
Ability to lead across functions
Ability to set ambitious, yet achievable goals - effectively prioritizing them,
clearly communicating them, and instilling the team with a deep sense of
accountability for their attainment
Ability to project manage, meets deadlines, and perform under high stress
while maintaining high productivity


